**Lollipop Candy**  
Sep 25 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Learn to make colorful, glass blown, lollipop candy on a stick. No lampworking skills required. Beginners Welcome!

**Hot Spot - Acorns**  
Oct 3 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
"From little acorns mighty oaks do grow." Come join the fun and learn to make fun sculptural acorns from borosilicate glass. Some lampworking skills required.

**Ashtays**  
Sep 28 Sat 12-4pm  Fee: $150.00  
In this class you will learn to make colorful wigwag ashtrays using borosilicate glass. Colored tube pull preparation, and proper wig wag reversal techniques will be the content of this fast paced class. Then hands on! Create your own wig wag ashtray to use at your next relaxing smoke break! Not only are they beautiful but functional as well. Beginner glass blowing experience necessary.

**Autumn Leaves**  
Oct 2 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
It's about that time of year when Autumn is here and the leaves start to fall. Come join the fun and learn to make colorful Autumn leaf pendants using borosilicate glass. No skills required. Beginners welcome!

**Hot Spot - Acorns**  
Oct 3 Thu 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
"From little acorns mighty oaks do grow." Come join the fun and learn to make fun sculptural acorns from borosilicate glass. Beginners Welcome!

**Introduction to Glass Bead Making**  
Oct 9 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Learn the very basics in how to make glass beads using a surface mix torch. Round beads and dot beads are covered in the fast fun paced class. No experience required. Beginners Welcome!

**Bead Shapes**  
Oct 10 Thu 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
In this class you will learn the basics of shaping soft glass beads using heat control and pressing tools. Introduction to Glass Bead Making or some previous lampworking skill required.

**Cyclone Vortex Marbles**  
Oct 12 Sat 12-3pm  Fee: $75.00  
Learn to make exciting vortex marbles using borosilicate glass. Techniques on fuming with gold and silver, creating a deep vortex and polishing the lens will be covered. Learn to properly create the illusion of depth with a maestrom of swirling color! Some lampworking skills required.

**Hot Spot - Disc Beads**  
Oct 16 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Come learn how to make colorful and funky glass discs using soft glass techniques. Beginner lampworking skills required.

**Introduction to Marble Making**  
Oct 17 Thu 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Learn to make fun and colorful glass marbles using a surface mix torch. No lampworking skills required. Beginners Welcome!

**Introduction To Glass Blown Ornaments**  
Oct 19 Sat 12-2pm  Fee: $75.00  
Come join the fun in this holiday ornament class. Using clear and colored borosilicate glass tubes, learn to blow glass into round and squatty shapes. Each bubble will then be cut and an ornament cap will be added. Each student will take home up to six ornaments after class. No experience necessary. All beginners welcome.

**Introduction To Glass Blown Ornaments**  
Oct 24 Thu 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Learn to make fashionable glass chain links out of borosilicate clear glass. Techniques included are using punty handles and proper welding. Demos as well as enough hands on practice to begin building your own unique chain link piece. Some lampworking skills required.

**Blown Glass Pumpkin**  
Oct 26 Sat 12-2pm  Fee: $75.00  
It's time to harvest our holiday pumpkins! Learn to make stunning blown glass pumpkins with borosilicate tube and colored frit. Introduction to Ornaments or basic blowing skills required.

**Octopus**  
Oct 30 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Learn to make this multi tentacled monster of the deep sea. Some lampworking skills required.

**Rose Pendant**  
Nov 2 Sat 12-4pm  Fee: $125.00  
Learn to make a realistic rose pendant using borosilicate glass. Techniques covered will be stringer work, heat control, heat placement, punty handles and encasement. Basic torching skills or previous class required. Must be at least 18 yrs to attend.

**Frit Pendants**  
Nov 6 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
In this class you will learn the basics of using borosilicate clear and color glass to make beautiful wearable art. Beginners welcome!

**Introduction To Glass Blown Ornaments**  
Nov 9 Sat 12-2pm  Fee: $75.00  
Come join the fun in this holiday ornament class. Using clear and colored borosilicate glass tubes, learn to blow glass into round and squatty shapes. Each bubble will then be cut and an ornament cap will be added. Each student will take home up to six ornaments after class. No experience necessary. All beginners welcome.

**Lollipop Candy**  
Nov 13 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Learn to make colorful, glass blown, lollipop candy on a stick. No lampworking skills required. Beginners Welcome!
A Little Birdie Told Me  
Nov 14 Thu 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
In this beginners mini two hour class, we will cover how to sculpt a cute bird from borosilicate glass. This is a fun, information packed class on beginner sculpting techniques at the torch. How do I know? A little birdie told me! No glass blowing skills required. Beginners Welcome!

Beginner Glass Blown Sculpture 1  
Nov 16 Sat 10-5pm  Fee: $250.00  
Come learn to create crystal clear glass blown sculptures! Using a GTT Phantom torch and solid borosilicate rod you will learn to manipulate glass in the torch flame, which is also known as flameworking. A tempting apple, sweet bird, whale and an abstract flame sculpture are the class projects covered. Lecture includes, safety instruction, proper hot welds, cold seals and how to use them, why to avoid acute angels, and proper thermal management. Instructor demos, as well as, hands on time for plenty of practice, included in this fun filled class. This class encompasses manipulating solid shapes and forms. No glass blowing skill required. Beginners Welcome!

Hot Spot - Crystal Icicles  
Nov 20 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Come learn how to make prismatic hanging icicles. Just in time for holiday decorating. No lampworking skills required. Beginners welcome!

Holiday Stir Sticks  
Nov 21 Thu 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Learn to make fun, festival holiday cocktail stir sticks using a surface mix torch and borosilicate glass. Just in time for the holidays! Beginners welcome!

Airplanes  
Nov 23 Sat 12-6pm  Fee: $160.00  
Learn to make a crystal clear glass airplane with cockpit, wings and landing gear, also a propeller that spins. Using borosilicate clear glass learn to sculpt separate component parts and then weld together a completed airplane. Some lampworking skills required.

Crystal Dove  
Nov 27 Wed 6-8pm  Fee: $60.00  
Come learn how to make a delicate dove out of clear glass. Techniques include cutting, pinching and pulling. No lampworking skills required. Beginners welcome!

Loren Stump - Beginner Murrine  
Nov 30-Dec 2 2019  Fee: $825.00

Loren Stump - In The Garden  
Dec 3- Dec 7, 2019  Fee: $1,400.00

FlameTree Glass Inc. is a three in one business. We sell glass art from beautiful handmade glass beads, pendants, blown glass to sculptures and lamps. We sell glassblowing supplies such as glass rod and tubing, also tools. We also have a state of the art glass blowing facility, offering workshops from beginner to advanced skill levels.

Must be at least 18 years of age to attend lampwork classes at FlameTree Glass, Inc. No one under the influence of drugs or alcohol will be allowed to attend class. All glass, tools, kilns, torches and eyewear are included in the price of the workshops unless specified. Please be sure to read over our cancellation policies and procedures before you sign up. We look forward to seeing you then!

Payment of workshop in full is required to hold your space. Classes in Blue are for Beginners.

Workshop Cancellation Policy

If it becomes necessary for FlameTree Glass to cancel a workshop for any reason, a full refund will be given or store credit, which includes classes or merchandise. All withdrawals from workshops must be in writing, faxed or emailed. A refund or store credit will be offered if notice of withdrawal is given 30 days prior to commencement of workshop. A $25.00 withdrawal fee will apply. There will be 50% refund given to withdrawals with less than a 30 days notice, due to our financial obligations to our instructors. All cancellations will be refunded as checks. If it becomes necessary for FlameTree Glass to postpone a workshop due to inclement weather or other reasons deemed legitimate, you will be notified of the rescheduling or if unable to attend a full refund will be given. We are not responsible for non-refundable tickets including transportation and lodging or any other expenses in the event of a cancelled or rescheduled workshop.

FlameTree Glass, Inc.
Workshops

850 Warsaw RD
Roswell GA
phone 678-795-1702
flametreeglass@gmail.com
www.flametreeglass.com

Store Hours
Wed-Sat 11-7pm